7-day sample itinerary to the Netherlands
Day 1
The must-dos of the first day in Amsterdam is walking by the
canals or taking a canal tour that will show you the major sights
of Amsterdam which includes many places of historical
importance.

Day 2
For a nice breakfast amidst nature, head to Goat farm
- Geitenboerderij Ridammerhoeve which is in the
middle of the Amsterdamse Bos (Amsterdam Forest).
Spend some time at the Museum square. Choose
your favourite museum to visit.

Day 3
In the month of April, a visit to see the Tulip Gardens is a must.
The most spectacular site is in Keukenhoff to see 32 hectares of
floriculture and approximately 7 million Tulips on display.

Day 4
Continue your flower experience by visiting the
world’s largest flower auction market at Aalsmeer.
You will have to wake up really early to see the
auction in action as by mid-morning, all the flowers
are gone and shipped to the corners of the world. In
the day, visit tulip fields at areas near Amsterdam
such as Leiden.

Day 5
Take a day trip to visit Kroller-Mueller museum. While the Van
Gogh museum in Amsterdam is an obvious choice for Van
Gogh fan, this museum is unique because Helene Kroller
Mueller was the first patron of Van Gogh and started collecting
his work before the rest of the world recognised his talent.

Day 6
Day trip to Delft: The Netherlands is famous for
its blue pottery. Delft is the old town known for its
authentic blue pottery work. The famous painter
Vermeer is buried in the Delft church.

Day 7
Day trip to Gouda: Another speciality of Netherlands is its
dairy and cheese. The most famous Dutch cheese Edam and
Gouda are named after the town they come from. If you visit
Gouda on a Thursday morning, you can still see the old rituals
of buying and selling Gouda cheese. Don’t miss eating their
famous cheese soup and stroopwafel.
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